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The Golden Knig~ts to battle Liberty Saturday- details in the Gridiron Report

Student Union now
•
•

•

Representatives from Indus
were unavailable for comment.
Tubbs said UCF also reConstruction of the Student ceived funding for the building in
Union , now running several installments, making it difficult
months behind schedule, should to start construction.
open its doors to students someHe said it took two years
time next fall , according to Stu- after planning for construction to
start, and that dates kept changing
dent Union Director Mark Hall.
Levester Tubbs, vice presi- in the contract.
dent for student affairs , blames
Indus agreed to finish the
the delay on construction prob- Student Union this November,
lems and lack of funding in the Newman said. But Indus has requested an extension urytil Februbuilding ' s early phases.
UCF' s administration and ary or March , he said.
UCF and the BOR have not
the Board of Regents (BOR) intends to levy fines against Indus-· yet approved this request ,
Construction Co., the contractor Newman said. UCF intends to asUCF hired, for each day the build- sess fines against Indus after the
in.g is late, said Peter.Newman , building is completed, he added.
Hall said clauses for late
director of facilities planning.
"The biggest problem has fines are built into the contract
been the lack of manpower, " with Indus. But he said he does
Tubbs said. "I'll see half-a-dozen not expect Indus to accept heavy
men working out there. But we fines.
"If we try to asse-ss too much
don't control that. That is the conliquidated damage (late fines),
struction company."
Tubbs said Indus installed a they might take it to court and
le·:.!<.y roof and that water was seep- dispute it," he said.
Hall said when Indus is fining down into the drywall. The
replacement of the roof and the ished with the $12 million, 130,000
damaged walls have caused fursee UNION, page 4
ther delay, he said .

by MIKE NEMETH

Contributing writer

..
•

•

plloto/SAGINARIO

•

After numerous delays, the $12 million, 130,000 square foot Stude~t Union is scheduled
to open next fall. The union will house restaurants, game rooms and meeting rooms.

Engineering Senate elections UCF ranks 23rd 'best buy' in the
ruled 'tainted' by commission nation, according to magazine
by JOE CHABUS
Staff writer

•
•

Election Commissioners ruled on Monday that the College of Engineering's Senate
election was unfair and tainted, recommending
to thejudicial council that there be a new election
for the college.
This is because Lena Fernandez, a losing
candidate for seat four, contested the Senate
election results.
Although she lost the election to Eclrick
De Armas, Fernandez believes that the six other
election winners from the college - Rick
Andrade, Kevin Bogush, Richard Maxwell,
David Siegel, Richard Vanderbuilt and Mike
Wigand - we~ conspirators in six violations.
During Monday's meeting, the election
commission a~ that most of the violations
were based on ~resy.
Fernande~ alleges that the seven candidates used slan<!ler in their campaigns, but the
only candidate found guilty of slander was Maxwell, who was fined $20-a minor violationfor saying that Femandez voted against an engineering bill for $50,<m.

However, commissioners investigated
each allegation and found that clubs,-not the
candidates, were resrx:msible for distributing
slanderous material against Fernandez.
According to Chief Election Commissioner Marigella Malapira, the commission cannot levy fines on a club. Therefore, the commissioners voted to recommend a new election for
the college.
This will further delay the swearing in of
the 28th Student Senate. The Senate cannot
convene unless eachcoll~ge has representatives,
and currently the College of Engineering students do not have representatives.
''I disagree with the decision because
Fernandez only has standing to contest seat four,
not any other seat," Senator Kevin Koenig said.
"If the candidates running for the other seats felt
that there was a problem with their campaign,
then they should be the ones coming forward.
'"Thisreallywasnotafairhearingbecause
the accused weren't allowed to present any
evidence, and the commissioners just took
Fenandez's complaint and went off that. The
elections commission is acting as judge,jury and
executioner."

by DORIS BLOODSWORTH ·
Staff writer

The editors of Money Guide magazine
picked UCFas one of the best values in public
education in the United States .
Money Guide ranked UCF as the 23rd
best buy in the nation when in-state tuition
and quality of education are considered.
"It's good anytime you' re ranked nationally," said UCFPresidentJohn Hitt. "UCF
is a great buy for your dollar, especially when
you compare it to other states, and you consider the quality of education that our faculty
provides."
The 1996 edition of Money Guide's
"Your Best College Buys Now" provides
students and parents with information on over
1,000 four-year schools.
The editors analyzed over 150,000 college statistics to compile listsofthetopschools
in the country.
Money Guide sent each college two
surveys to collect data. The statistics editor
gave equal consideration to 16 categories and
compared each to UCF' s tuition and fees,

according to Jill Kaskey, associate editor for
Money Guide.
Some of the categories include:
•Entrance exam results;
• Faculty _resources;
• Freshman retention rate; and
•Business success.
Kaskey and nine reporters of Money
Guide verified the data submitted by each
college. Statistics were Mi..lble-checked with
figures provided by independent researchers,
such as Wintergreen Orchard House of New
Orleans.
So much for statistics, why do students
choose a particular university?
Chris Cloudman, a UCF freshman ,
chose UCF after visiting the campus and
talking to friends. Cloudman said he liked the
size and location of the campus.
More importantly, UCF was one of
very few schools in the Southeas.t which offered a comprehensive forensic science program.
Three of Cloudman's friends from
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·ALL CENTRAL FLORIDA
ASK ABOUT OUR
STUDENTS QUALIFY FOR
COLLEGE GRAD OR RRST
TIME BUYER PROGRAMS!~ OUR EMPLOYEE DISCOUNT!

•
•

SEE US FOR DETAILS

•

•
MO DAY YR
NUMBER

STREET

CITY

HOW LONG

ZIP

HOME PHONE NO.
WORK PHONE NO.

-YRS.
NAME OF EMPLOYER

HOW LONG
-YRS.

SAl.ARYOR
OOLLARSAVAILABLE MAKE/MODELIYEAR
WAGES PER MO. FOR DOWN PAYMENT
OF TRADE IN

Youc111J1 lhol llis lrlonnaliln ii comJHI• hxua11.
Youll.Chor1zoan lrwlSliglli'lt((lllSUll•roportaslO )'QI'
modtol t.irQ, YouhaYt a IQll IO maku Wliltn roqulll
wihila r-blt lirM lor adlsdo1111 of lht naltn l
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•
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VEHIQ.EDESIRED CllEDITLNEREQUESTED
NEW

ouseo

F WE CAN'T APPROVE YOUR CAR OR TRUCK LOAN WE'LL PAY
YOU $1000 CASH! WE'VE 001' $50,000,000 TO LEND! EXTRA
CREDIT REPRESENTATNES WILL BE ON Silt TO ASSIST YOU!
I I I

SIGNATURE

With required down payment & proof of Jobi

NEW •es

NEW •es

82300

•

MX-3

PICKUP

Full Factory Equipment, Overdrive Transmission, Air Bag,
Rear Bumper, 3 Year/50,000 Mile Factory Warranty!

I .',.

Dual Air Bags, AM/FM Cassette, 5-Speed
Transmission, 3 Year/50,000 Mile Warranty!
See Dealer for Details
6 AT THIS PRIC•I

.

•
•

•

MILLENIAL

•
•
•

Auto., Air, Pwr
Air Conditioning,
Steering, Cloth
Bedliner, Rebuilt
Seats, Stereo, 1 Of Engine, Extra Clean!
A Kindl {tK3213235)
{tKUA89439)

Air Conditioning,
Power Steering,
SSpeed, Low Miles,
Stereo! (IKWB31S28)

Air, Auto. Trans.,
Pwr. Wnds.-lcks.·
Str., Local Owner!
{#LNB16644)

55550 55900 55950 58950
'94 NISSAN

'95 FORD

'94 MAZDA

RANGERXLT

PROTEGEDX

·SENTRALTD

Air, Power Steering,
Stereo, Chrome
Wheels, Bedlinerl
{tSUA05967)

Automatic, Air Cond.,
Power Steering,
Club Seats!
{tR0750244)

Spoiler, Sunr<?Of,
Cassette, Cruise,
Sport Seats!
{#RCB39809)

'94 MAZDA

'94 MAZDA

MX-3

Long Bed, Automatic,
Air Stereo Bedlinet:
'AHoy Wheels! '
(#RTM08543)

10,950 510,950 511,250 511,750
'95CHEVY

KING CAB SE 414 CAVALIER LS
Whitt,Powtr
Windows-locks,
Bedliner, 16" Alloy•
{INC300450)

12,950

5

Auto., 4 Pr., Power
Windows & Locks,
Cassette Loaded!
(#57114417)

'92 HONDA
Power SunroofWnds.-Lcks.,
Alloy Wheels,
Upgraded Stereo!

Teal Green,
Automatic, Power
Sunroof, Cassette!
{#R0312077)

Forett Green, Pow•
Surroof, Uwaded

Stereo, Power WincUl.b.,
Cruise! (tNU033673)

~l,990 513,450 513A90

Air, Auto. Trans.,

Pwr. Steer/Wind! Lks.,
AM/FM Cass., Low
Miles! (#RCOS988)

Air Conditioning,
Sport Wheels,
4 Dr., P/Steering,
Sporty (#50594469)

'92 DODGE

CARAVAN SE

6 Cyl., Air,
Automatic, 8
Passenger, Bring The
Family! {#NX159422)

'94 FORD

PROBE SE
Pwr. Sunroof, Auto.,
Pwr. Wnds.-Lcks.,
X-tra Clean!
{IRS184175)

'94 MITSUBISHI

ECLIPSE GS
Sunroof, Anoy
Wheels, Spoiler,
Upgraded Stereo,
Flawless! (#RE012507)

11,990 511,500 511,800 512,890

5

'92MAZDA

PRELUDE SI

Power Sunroof, Windows
& Locks, Cruise, CaSI,
New Tires, Extra Clean!
(tN5219371)

59450 59900 510,790 510 50 •

B-3000 V-6

5

'92 NISSAN

Automatic Trans.,
Air Coml, 7 Pass.,
Fully Serviced!
(#M0340649)

MPVV-6

•

•
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The Greek Column
by LARAE. GILLEY
Greek columnist

Thousands of students attend UCF. Many are involved in the countless nurnberofclubs and
organizations that have formed on campus. Many of those involved in these groups are also
members of Greek organizations. One might wonder where they find the time, or if the grades
suffer of a person who is so involved. Most say they would not have it any other way.
Nora Osorio, of Alpha Delta Pi, is starting her fourth year at UCF. She began her college
years by joining ''Volunteer UCF," which is part of CAB. In this organization, she spent her time
helping younger kids at Jackson Heights Middle School through a mentor program.
Among other things, she wrote for The Central Florida Future reviewing theater
performances put on by UCF students. Osorio was also elected to the Student Senate and was a
peer counselor. "[Peer Counseling] was really cool because we had office hours and were trained
during the summer," mentions Osorio. The counselors were trained in everything from eating
disorders to problems with relationships so they could help students deal with life's troubfes.
As the Director of Community Relations for the Student Government Cabinet, Osorio
became a liaison between local businesses and SGA. "We did a lot of work getting people
motivated to go to basketball games. We tried to get more people excited about UCF," recalls
Osorio.
This past summer, Osorio spent time on t!,e UCFO-Tearn. This y~,arwas the first time UCF
has ever sent its 0-Team to a conference in Clemson, which saw them win first place in a song
competition. "I had a lot of fun doing that," Omrio mentions.
Some students come to UCF and do not find themselves involved immediately, but once
they do, watch out. One such person is Shannon Martin, Sigma Phi Epsilon's Public Relations
Chair. Last spring, he won theBestNew Brotheraward for Sig Ep as well as the Chapter Diligence
award.
Duringhissophomoreyear,MartinjoinedtheA:frican-ArnericanStudentUnion.Itwasthis
organization that caused him to run for Senate the following year. "They [AASU] had requested
money for programs, and SGA did not give them the money they needed. So I said next year I'm
going to be in Senate so that I can make sure that the senators understand why they needed the
money," explains Martin. The 1993-94 school year saw Martin as the Chair for the Clubs and
Organizations committee on senate and the following year he chaired the Finance committee. At
the end of that term, Martin won Senator of the Year as well as Most Helpful Senator and Most
Well-Spoken Senator. All of these awards were voted on by his fellow senators.
Last summer Martin served as Student Body vice-president, which was also voted on by
the Senate. Speaking of his whole experience on the Senate and seJ'Ving as vice-president, Martin
said, "You know how sometimes you work hard and do a lot of things and you are never really
sure if you are appreciated? When something like that happens [elected by the Senate to serve as
vice-president] you realize they really do appreciate you."
TherearesomanyGreeksouttherethatwork very hard for the UCF.I was only able to talk
to one from each organization. As it turned out, each pe~on had done a lot in the time they have
been here. I will continue sharing what others have done in donai:ing their time to help all of us at
UCF in a later article.
In the meantime, !'need information on Philanthropies and alcohol policies. Every Greek
organization has them, so let me know what you do to raise money for your favorite charity and
to make sure your members arrive home safely after an event. Lgilley@skynet.oir.ucf.edu
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& Bedding··
~
a hIg er sea re...
407-332-8335
1

1520 E. SR 436, Fern Park

Arrests

Classes starting soon - call now!
~~

It1A,. <!J 1'1~)"

A student was arrested for steal-

ing four magazine pages from the
library on Sept. 23 at 4:30 p.m.

•

Four students were arrested for
fighting during a Sigma Alpha Epsilon party on Oct. 8 at 1:30 a.m. One of
the students was also arrested for resisting arrest with violence during the
fight.
A student was arrested for dri ving with an expired tag and driving
with a suspended driver's license on
Oct. 3.

•

Jeffrey Wolfe reported that
someone stole his bike on Sept. 28.

•
Jennifer Holtkamp reported that
someone stole her bike from the Seminole Hall 's bike rack on Sept. 28.

Assaults

•

A woman reported that an unknown black man groped her in the
library on Sept.5 without her permission.

- , •
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4 Pc. Bedroom Sele;

: ~~~~~;':,ram<

$14444 :
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I
New
Il
Sofa &
II
I
I Recliners 1 I
Loveseat
II
I
,I
Reg. $199
I I Reg. $599 ! I I
Set-Up & I

FREE

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test_prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
The answer to the test

Thefts
Vicki Zigmont reported that
someone entered her car and removed
her cassette deck. The value was $50. i
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RECEIVE

AMERICA'S VALUE MENU
OPEN AFTER MIDNIGHT

,.1

L

Exp.10-31-115

11
II

$39555
Exp.10-31·115

.

BUY ANY FULL SIZE SUB
AND GET A JUNIOR FREE
AVAILABLE AT THESE
MIAMI SUBS GRILL:
UCF

ALAFAYA

______________
12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
ORLANDO, FL 32825

11860 E COLONIAL DR.
ORLANDO, FL 32820

I
I
I·
I
I

..

I

COUPON EXPIRES 1().31-95
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFi=ER. !JM!! ONE COUPON PER VISIT. I

It Local Delivery I
I I Wi~.!~f'~~~~ase I

"------"
'-------"
"------"
, - -c3.1114.1a;go11J1;rn•r
- ", Dine~t~i Sets

:

~.
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::

New Daybeds

:

11 .
• . .: . ....··.· ,~
Ir-.-\ ,
I
c.w·
' ~ ·-· ; ··· :
11 complete ; ' .' ·~$rJitt
I
$
.
55···
II
R
I
Exp.
Reg. 11 Exp. .
eg. I
,1~1~ - - - - - _ ,..!3,l.9, "~~5- - - - ~ _ _!499',

.. I
'· I
II

flW
· -c..,)-!-_.,....:::;.,,._
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$24848

175

1Oo/o DISCOUNT WITH VALID UCF l.D.

r~-------------,
FREE SUB
.
G R I L L

Sgggg

WELCOME BACKTO UCF
-STUDENTS AND FACULTY

G R I LL

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

~
G R I LL

r ijii"f=REE DRINK &FRiES

1
1

• FREr:: 2ooz DRll~K AND SMALL FRIES

1
I

WITH PURCHASE OF GYRO
L
OR CH!CKEN PITA
AVAILABLE AT THESE MIAM! SUBS GRILL:

I
I. G R I L
I
UCF
ALAFAYA
I
12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
11860 E COLONIAL DR.
I
I
ORLANDO, FL 32825 '
ORLANDO, FL 32820
I COUPON EXPIRES 10-31-95
I
L NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. LIMIT ONE COUPON PEA VISIT. I

______________ ..

....-----------------------------------------------------------=--""!"""--~~~~~~-~- -
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Sf41dent Union to open in fall of 1996 UCF a good buy, according to Money Guide magazine
from UNION, page 1

store, a flower and gift shop , a
dry cleaner, a travel store , a
square-foot building, retail stores video cassette store , a UCF
and fast-food restaurants will move computer store and four automatic teller machines.
in.
This should take a few
"We' re trying to create a
months, after which the union space where students can talk ,
can open its doors to students, eat, study , shop or just hang
out ," Hall said.
he said.
Hall added that the union
The state gave UCF $12
will include four or five fast- million to build the Student
food restaurants, a pub, a game Unio.n, Hall said. The funds
room and meeting rooms for came from fees included in evstudent organizations.
ery Florida university student's
He said 17 different fast- tuition.
Lori Buonamano, a UCF freshfood chains are bidding for
space in the union. Marriott is man and elementary ~ucation major,
handling the bidding and se- said she looks forward to the Student
lections should be made by Jan. Union, and wishes it would be finished
I, he added .
on time.
UCF has commitments
''It will bea place where we can
from a compact disk and cas- all get together," she said. ''It's kind of
sette shop, a mail-box store, a disappointing that we have to wait
Greek fraternity and sorority another year."

from RANKING, page 1

Spruce Creek High School attend
UCF. This mirrors national polls
which show that 54 percent of incoming freshmen bypass advice
from guidance counselors in favor
of advice from other students about
choosing a college.
The same polls show that parents put quality education at areasonable cost as their main consideration.
mother,
Cloudman's
MichelleCloudman, said that a rel ativehadshown hertheMoneyGuide
magazine ranking.
"It's really quite impressive,"
she said.
Chris Cloudman' s parents
used the Florida Pre-paid Tuition
program which made a state school,
such as UCF, an especially attractive value.

Not all students at UCF agree
that the school is a bargain. Karen
Hock, an exercise physiology graduate student, agrees that the tuition is
reasonable. However, Hock says the
graduate students she knows feel
that thecostof attending UCF is still
high.
''They don't believe they get
their dollars' worth," she said.
Hock pointed to the $75 for a
two-semester parking permit, $10
for an activity card and $50 for a
health fee as examples.
Her personal research found
that 90 percent of the graduate students already had their own insurance coverage.
Sti 11, Hock acknowledges that
she likes attending UCF and plans
to stay in Central Floridaaftergraduation.
Graduate and undergraduate
students would not find UCF on

A Comp·lite Exam & Xray's A special dental ·care offe'r for UCF students... '
0110 (INITIAL)

0274 (4 BITEWINGS)

·

FQR $9!
(A $65 value)
Current UCF ID required

Welcome to East Orlando Dental-.
I'd l"1ke. you to come m
. and get
. '

News Flash!

acquainted with your new dentist and
save a few dollars. George Yarko, D.D.S.

Lamda Chi Alpha and Zeta
TauAlphaarehelpingraisemoney
for the National Kidney Foundation during the days of Oct. I I to
the 13.
Participants will take terms
sitting in a hot tub with sponsors
pledging money for every hour
they sit there.
· The spa will be located by
the Kiosk next to the Heal th/Physics building the entire time the
event is running.

East Orlando

I

11 11 our office policy lhat lhe pa11eo1 and any other person re;poo;ible for payment ha\ the nght to refuse lo pay cancel payment. or be re1mbur.;cd for payment for any other service exammauon.
or trea1ment which'' oerfonned "-'a re\ult of and w1th1n 72 hour.. of re'DOnd1nc 10 lhc :idveni=ent for 1he free. discounted fee. or reduced fee o;crv1cc. examma11on. ortrca1men1.
:

1

l

Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member:
American Dental Association, Academy of
General Dentistry, Academy -for Sports Dentistry, Florida
Dental Association, Central District Dental Association,
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experience and
postgraduate training in TMJ

UCF TEAM DENTIST

i
1

i
l

DENTAL

Take advantage ofexcellent dental care at
very comfortable prices. Just bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
See you then I Q.ffer expires 12/31/9 5

Money Guide' list last year. According to Kaskey, only the top 22
schools were ranked in the category
analyzing in-state tuition and quality education in prior years.
This, the sixth year of the report, included the top 25.
The free publicity for UCF is
well-place.d.KaskeysaidManeyGuUi.e
receives thousands ofletters and phone
calls from college students who use
the guide in choosing a college.
She added that the magazine
also receives angry calls from disappointed college presidents whose
schools do not make the lists of top
schools.
Money GuUie added this advicefromahighschoolguidancecounselor.
"Applying to college is not
aboutgettingyourchildintoaprestige
school.It'saboutresearchingschools,
and finding the best fit."
According to Money Guide's
research, UCF can provide the fit.

11780 E. Colonial Drive
At the comer of Hwy. 50 and Ala/aya Dr.
East Orlando · .
'
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Yours and yours alone.

MAC.
ASAP.

PQvter Macintosh• 6100
DOS Compatible w/ CD

Power Macintosh' 7100/80 w/CD

16MB RAMl500MB hard drive,
Power PC 601 processor, CD-ROM drive,

Power PC 601 processor CD-ROM drive,

15" color monitor, keyboard and mouse.

BMB RAM/lOOMB hard drive,

15" rolor monitor, keyboard and mouse.

The awesome computer with all the bells and whistles.

•

•
•

·We mean like yesterday.

Macintosh Performa• 5200 w/CD
8MB RAM/BOOMB hard drive,
Power PC 603 processor, CD-ROM drive,
built-in 15" rotor monitor, keyboard, mouse
and alt the software you're likely to need.
RIGHT NOW AT YOUR CAMPUS RESELLER.

Being a student is hard. So we've made buying a Macintosh· easy. So easy, in fact, that the
prices on Macintosh personal c.omputers are now even lower than their already 'low student prices.

Color StyleWriter9 2400
w/CardShop PluS'

•

Ink cartridge and cable induded.

Unfortunately, they won't stay this low forever. So you need to forget about how hard your life is for a
minute and start thinking about how easy it will be with a Macintosh. The c.om-Appl . •'puter that gives you the power any student can use. The power to be )001' best~
~e

•

.

•

For further information visit ·ucF Computer Store next to the Biology Buil_ding
Open 8:30am - 4:30pm Mon -Thurs and Fri 8:30am - 4:00 pm
or for more information call the Sales Office at 823-5434 or 823-5226

•

Product prlas, produd availabiJily and sales taxes may vary. Offer expires October 13, 1995. ©1995 Apple (,omputer, Inc. All rigbls reserved. )/Jple, the~ {Qgo, Macinlvsb, MacinJu!JJ Prrforma, Power/Jook, laseriPHler Se/ea, (,olor Sl)ieWrller and '7be power lo beyour best" are
rrgfsJered lmlkma1*s ofApple Compuler, Inc. Power Macinlvsb and lilac are lmdemaris of,f/1Jle Computer. Inc. CarrJShop Plus is a rrgisJmd trademart ofMindscape. All A/fJlt'produds are designed lo be aa:essible lo indivldu4is llJll/J dlstJbil:ly. 1b flam mtM (U.s. only) call 800776-2333or1DD IJ(XMJJ-6223.
·
'

.
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How do you feel about the parking on campus?
•

•

•

FRE:E MONE~ FOR COL.L.EGE

Read ·the
Central
Rorida
Future!

Billions to be claimed
All students quality
$350 guaranteed
for a nominal processing fee

Call Besa at John Patrick Com usrv 407 671-9973
Internet Access Special

ft

for students, faculty, staff,
alumni, and their families
$12.00 for 50 hours/mo.
$14.95 for 100 hours/mo.

28.8Kbps V.34 dial-up to the World Wide Web
• FREE Software • FREE Hot List • FREE first time on-line access assistance

Call GDI Today at 841-3690 or 1-800-9292-GDI
:=--· ~t~W

•Wide ~rea Coverage
" Unlimited Calls
• Only $9.99/ Monthly

···~%W?)~::®'.:::~:z

, . C,;e:rrr·OUf 8 Ill., -http://WWW.gdi.net/cff/Cff.htmf

CHEVRON

Chevron

===

·Chevron

FOOD MART .
.- :AT THE CORNER OF
ALAFAYA TRAIL & UNIVERSITY BLVD.

===

.9L Price[ess (jift -----.
Make a unique and personal contribution to another
family's happiness:
Healthy women between ages 21 and 33
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples.
Compensation provided. All donors are anonymous.

Call Mary or Michelle at 896-7575
for information.

University Floral
& Gift Shoppe

BOSS'sDAY
OCT, 16 .
;:-.: ,.

YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE
FOR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS
UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER

4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO, FL 32765

Bri~g}!,fl' ~f;for
free/ ~iiigll.iose

·bouquet

(Next to Border Cantina)

366-1177
We wire
Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets
Anywhere!

.'>/<->..

;;;:.

Fresh Fruit Salad
Mada Daily

320Z ·UCF

College Mugs

$1.ee

HOT SPECIAL

NEW!
Parrot lea Fresh
Frozen Frun Drink
·-140.Z89C ~

69C
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

Show Student ID and
Get a 10% Discount

-----------1

IN ADDffiON 10 BEAUTIFUL

FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE

I
I

I
I

• SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFI'S
•DISH GARDENS 1• GIFI' BASKETS

World Wide Delivery
Prompt Delivery Service

: Chestel--Pried Chicken :

• FLOOR PLANTS

Free Bridal Consultations

I

Oct. 21st

•

DELI HOURS: 8am-6pm 7 days a w~ek · ..

Sweetest </Jay

:

Every once in a while, that special
someone needs a reminder
that they're special.

:

or

I

Chicken Dinner :

mE 22oz. foulaill Hink:
_______________
_.
I
·- •
!

L

Limit one coupon per person.
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Comultanta For Eftective Leadership
p~eaent

· The 5th Annual Etiquette Dinner
to be held at Harvey'• Bistro located downtown in the Barnett.Bank Building on
· Saturday, October 21st at S:OOpm.
·
l.iU

The program includes:

Mocktail Bour
Six Course Heal
. Etiqu.ette Training
.. .
Ballroom Dance lmtruction
To reserve your spot call 82 3-64 71
Student& $10/ Non·Students $30 Seating is'IJmited!
'Deadline. for reservations is October 13, 1995!

I

CON$ULTANTS FOii E/:F£CTIVE L~OERIHfl'

Etiquette Dinner 1995
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The Central Florida Future

Club Info
UCF Newman Club Catholic
Campus Ministry Mass Sunday
11 am PH 115 Club Night Thurs.
7:30 pm For more info: 2814438
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual student
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, social
Works Trailer room 101.
Everyone is welcome.
Info: 657-0614

Roommates
Moving to Tallahassee? Female
needs apt. to share
Kelly 380-6485
Room ate needed to share 2/2, WI
D, computer access. N.S. only.
$350 + 1/2 util. +Deposit Call
894-2639. Leave message

Help Wanted
Looking For Athletes

Classified
Phone Reps-

Full or part time. Don't let your
education be the only item ori
your resume. Work for a fortune
500 company and start building
your career today. You can be a
full time student and still work
for NORRELL Services at our
newest telecenter. We offer
$7.00/hr. base salary plus
monthly bonus, paid training,
paid vacation and service bonus!
This is a professional working
environment. Benefits available.
Call Troy today for an immediate interview! 384-8549

Columbia Boa- 55 gallon
aquarium w/ stand accessories
$200 or B.O. (407) 277-6447

Bed-Queen or Full Set
NEVER USED MUST SELL!
$135.00 pager 570-6378

Personals

Inside sales reps-

Meet neyv people the fun way
today 1-900-255-4242 Ext 2530
$2.99 Per min. 18+ tch.tn.fone
reqq serv-u (619) 645-8434

Work for a leader in the telecommunications field and one of
Orlando's top ten companies! This
is an inside sales position in a
business to business environment.
Program hours are 8 am to 4:30
pm Mon.-Fri., no weekends.
Opportunity for advancement into
Quality Assurance, Super-vision
and Management. Call Troy at
NORRELL services TODAY!!
384-8549

Lose weight, get healthy, get
energy-all at the same time. Call
Alex-407-679-4507 or 24 hour
info 407-359-7206

l4K gold jewelry below retail!
Great.holiday gifts! Buy now
and save on I OOO's of brand new
solid chains/charms/bracelets/
engagement rings/tennis
bracelets/Call 620-6187 Trade in
unwanted gold or have it
repaired/ Cal I 657-6533

Help Wanted: Earn up to $500
per week assembling products at
home. No experience. Info 1504-646-1700 DEPT. Fl-307

Oct. 12, 1995

Services
KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735

Single white christian rocker,
seeking gay or bisexual of the
same. Call 658-2677 for tryout.

Hey: Conflux is Coming
Capitol R~co,.dA & Tic"E:tmaAfE::,.
invif£ "JOH to

A CoHteht oHd GivE:away CE:IE:bratiHS
tl-1E: CotlVE:rtJE:HCE: ol MHAic and ME:dia
Log Ou •.. Don't Be Left Out!

Sept. 25 through Oct. ~
We're talking bigtime prizes:
• 20,000 CDs featuring acts ljke Blind Melon,
.Sp.;arhead, and Cocteau Twins: ·
•A trip for two to see ·aiind Melon.
•And the Grand Prize: A free concert by Everclear
on campus, and the chance for one student to
play host to the band.
So enter now: All you h9ve to do to qualify is log onto
Ticketmaster Onlir:ie (http://www.ticketmaster.com).

Word Processing/ Editing/
City Nights Valet is looking for
Desktop Publishing
athletes 19 yrs. of age or older to
Pam Beasley - 365-2569
fill valet parking positions at
several locations across Central
Guy's want to talk?
Florida. Benefits include:
We want. to listen!
OUTSTANDING PAY, FLEX.
Call
live girls now! 24 hrs.
Athletes
SCHEDULING AROUND
1-900-378-2500
Ext. 6258
• Just Do It!
CLASS & OTHER RESPONSI$3.99
min
18+
servu
619-645
West coast based company
BILITIES, AND GREAT WORK8434
"
expanding in this area, Looking
ING ENVIRONMENT. Applifor team players. Call .275-3515
cants must be able to drive
NHL NFL NBA
standard transmissions, work ( 1) 1-------------""1
Score
points
trivia game 24 hrs
weekend night and one (I)
Babysitter-For 2 girls ages 5 & 8
Call
1-900-388:-2700
Ext 9055
. weekday·.or night shift rninimum,
one or two eves a week
$2.99
min
18+
servu
619-645and have a good driving record.
Maitland 539-0052
•
8434
Only clean cut, honest,
.
hardworking athletes need to
apply. Call (407) 849-0670 Mon Soap opera preview & review
Fri, 8 am- 5 pm to schedule an
24 hr news on all day/~ye ~oaps
appointment
Did you surf at the Hole Concert in
1-900-388-2700 Ext 9053 $·2.99
March? Call Cherie 849-6050
min 18+ servu 619-645-8434
Associates: Earn $700 to $2100
your/ 1st week increase
Meet the girl or guy
expotentially from there. PT/Ff.
of your dreams now! 24 hrs
Have been booking travel for
Leave or retrieve messages of .
several fortune 500 companies:
Sofa-bed queen size almost new
attractive
singles in your area 1Ford, GM, Chrysler, and Cocablack & grey $90 Gravity ride
900-255-8585
Ext 5987 $2.99
Cola. This is the most rock solid
(Life Gear) workout machine
min
18+
servu
619-645-8484 .
opportunity you're going to find .
$60 Please
Ford Motor Fin 1-800-631-9436
Call 262-2759

Central Florida Future
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Wanted

For Sale

•

Creative Business Opportunity
earn income working at home.
Send $1.00 & SASE to Opportunities 12076 Descartes Ct. Orlando,
Fl 32826

Other
For sale: Two matching love
seats, floral print, $30 for both.
Call 275-7924

r------------------- .
I

I

Baily's special limited program for
students and residents. Call Walter

--------~ . --------------:-------:----------,

Classified Advertising Form

i--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---.

•

297-8400.
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Pt~a;;;i;,.,a.omto~'::;/::0wing'_c.,poo1
_For Sale
_Singles

_Services
. _Tutors

_Autos
_Roommaies

·

~areekco~r
_Club Info
_Help Wanted

_Personals

1

_Lost & Found

1

_Ot~r

,,

_Cash

_Check Amount$ _______________________

I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Futute publishes Tues. and Thurs.
during the Fall and Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior) _ __._-_ _ _ _ _ _ __
RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni ·$2per line for all others.
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as i characters. P~PAY
MENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Central Florida Future,
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Cl~s}~~s, or fax form and
copy of check to (407)823-9495,_Ads·may also may be placed in·person in our offices,
located in the Lake Ebby .Centre behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holi,day Inn.
For more info. call (407) 823--8054.
·

Name, address, and phone (required):

··
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Coming Next Issue:

I ... Uf{r. •.
~o\.\reRK\e~ »it>
'.~tr A~lG N\~S

O Pat Fox - Never mind 0.J.what Mark Fuhrman got away
.·
with.

To

c~eAN

up,,,,

o

Darren Crovitz, fishing in a
dull canal - with another
steamy column.

(

O David Swartz, a little twist all about poop, yeah, poop.
'-./.

-

O Don't forget to send letters t~
the editor.

I i

•

The Central Florida Future welcomes your
letters and articles. Submissions may be brought to
ouroffices on disk, Faxed to 823-9495, or E-mailed
to the editor at patfox@eWorld.com. Call for details. Call now. Call often.

CeYitral Florida Future
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Tom Hanks stars in the sequel to Apollo 13 Space Shuttle ·Columbia meets .the Money Pit

Office Location

UCF
DD

D
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Pat Fox invites
your comme,its
as to why we
need to grow
potatoes in
space.
ominous sound.
It seems only fitting that one of the big movies this year,
Apparently it takes more intelligence than the rocket
Apollo 13 starred Tom Hanks. Yes, of course he did a· . scientists can muster in order to remember to put the fuel cap

wonderful job, but I'm not referring to that. But rather, the fact back on.
that Tom Hanks' big break in the movies was in a wondeifully
Oh, and don't forget the scrub because of hurricane
stunt-filled Mone}' Pit, which is e·xactly what NASA has Opal. Oh, and the scrub due to nitrogen fluctuations in an
become.
orbital maneuverin·g system. We wouldn't want to leave that
Mone_v Pit, in case you have never had the pleasure of one out.
seeing it, is one of those movies Ilike to watch once a year,just
Meanwhile, every time they attempt a launch, NASA
to keep my stupid, little problems in perspective. The fact that has to fire a shrill siren several times to scare away the birds.
Tom Hanks played lead in both movies is only fitting. In a Yo_u'llrememberfromDavidSwartz'sarticlethatthosepesky
moment which could be compared to the glorious "weak woodpeckers damaged the external fuel tank of Discovery
trees" scene in Money Pit, NASA scrubbed yet another earlier this year - headline reads, "Mission scrubbed on
attempt to get Columbia in the air, Saturday." - - - - - - - - - - account of birds."
This time, it was because of a comIf Columbia ever does get into the air,
puter glitch. We know about computer
the astronauts will play with more than$ I 00
glitches, don't we? But this was the fourth
8 · million worth of experiments, which inClude
delay in just over a week. (And by the time
tendingtopotatoplantsandsettingcontrolled
this article prints who knows how many
fires. My guess is it will strongly resemble the
more delays there will have been.) It would
scene where Tom Hanks, while heating water
seem this timeoneofthecomputers needed
onthegasstoveforthebath, watches in horror
to process important commands for
as a spark ignites on the wall, trails along the
Columbia's solid-fuel rocket boosters and
electrical i}athways, melts the blender, exfuel tank would not work. They tried to fix
plodes the TV, and eventually sends dinner, a
it, but couldn't. "We did our best today,"
turkey I'd like to call Columbia, out the
NASA test director John Guidi told the newly
window, across the yard and into the bathsevenastronauts inside Columbia. "We sure
room.
hope to see you back here pretty soon to give
Meanwhile, Swiss astronomers, and
it another try." That sure sounds like a rocket
I'd like to remind you right here and now that
scientist talking, doesn't it?
the Swiss are incredibly intelligent and precise people, caFriday's scheduled attempt was spoiled by a sluggish pable of building very fine time-pieces, say they have located
hydraulic system. Pressure dropped in the hydraulic line that a planet orbiting a star similar to the Sun. Thi!> is a major big
operates Columbia's nose-wheel steering. The line was later deal, unlike tending to Pamela's Garden - oops, I mean
found to be a gallon low on hydraulic fluid- why? Because tending to pbtato plants on board Columbia - because this
workers apparently left a valve open whilerepairingadang~r- new discov~ry could "accelerate the hunt for other solar
ous hydrogen fuel leak last weekend, allowing hydraulic ~uid systems and boost theories of extraterrestrial life," according
to drain out.
·
to the AP r~rt.
As the AP explains it, the rocket scientists followed:·
So Friday, while we here in the good ole 'U.S. of A'
standard repair procedures.but the standard repair procedures - : were scrubbi~g a mission because some dork forgot the fuel
were meant for shuttles in the horizontal position. And, well; cap, Swiss ~tronomers Michel Mayor and DiderQueloz were
you guessed it, Columbia was upright on the launch pad atthe announcing a newly discovered planet, which would be the
time.
first known planetary system similar to our own.
This scene was probably akin to that beautifully grimy
The suspected new planet. is at least 10 light years
bath tub scene, in which Shelley Long attempts to bathe; but away, orbiting the star Pegasus 5 I, (see, we should have been
when she turns on the water, the sound in the pipes heralded ._- the one's)_arid would be aoout the size of Jupiter.
the forthcoming disaster in which the siimy septic gunk that
I aon'~ know about you, but as for me and my National
projectile vomits from the tub is only outdone by the collapse Space team, I feel more than a little like a world cup laughing
of the staircase as Tom Hanks hurries to see the source of the stock.

While We Were
SCRJbbing
miSSiOn because
SOme dork forgot
the fuel cap, Swiss
astronomers Were
announcing_I
discovered .
planet.
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Those sexy demonsbators rnak' us buy stuff
0 Mr. Swartz is here
to remind us, that if
you order before
midnight tonight you
may also receive this
deluxe gift set.

When Mr. Popeil started making infomercials decades ago he
probably had no idea how the idea
would catch on. As the legend goes,
he thought of the idea to sell gimmicky products like the Vegematic
and the Pocket f ishennan on TV.
Soon he was a pop culture icon.
Now his son, Ron Popiel, founderof
Ronco, is the Infomercial King. He
is currently marketing hair spray.
No, not the kind that keeps your hair
in place; this hair spray is basically
just black spray paint that, by blending with yournatural hair colors and
highlights, makes it look like you've
got spray paint on your head.
If you turn on the TV late at
night ?r early Saturday morning
you' II see a barrage of salesman
telling you that your life isn't complete until you have the latest technological fad: a garden rake that please stay seated - gives you the .
correct time and temperature. The
commercial goes something like
this:

selling it at such a "rock-bottom
price."
A lady is weeding her garden
''But wait, there's more!" he
with a rake. Apparently she has no says, "If you order right now we'll
ideahowtooperatethecomplicated throw in a free pack of sunflower
garden utensil, because she throws seeds, a pair of Blue Blocker sunthe rake down in disgust and says, glasses: and a genuine synthetic
"Boy, am I tired of using run-of-the- chamois cloth!"
'millgardenrakes.Whycan'tsom~I'll bet several of you have
one invent a rake - - - - - - - - - - • y o u r credit card
number ready right
made of aircraft
now.
aluminum thathas
Last Saturday
an ergonomic
morning
lcould have
handledesignand,
at
been doing someoh by the way,
thing to benefit socigives me an-LCD
readout of the time
ety, such as feeding
and
current
the h<?meless, but I
was much too interweather conditions?"
ested in a new car
Suddenly a
care product advertised on TV.
futuristic-looking
rake is thrown at
This was one
her and she smiles
of those paid adverwarmly at it. Beautiful music plays tisements wherein they perfonn riin the background. This rake and d icu Io us tests on Jhings that
wouldn't happen on this planet in a
her are meant for each other.
The voice-over man starts zillion years. For instance, to dem·preaching the benefits of the rake onstrate just how well this stuff proand announces the price of $39:99 tected an automobile's finish (this is
as if they were complete morons for absolutely true) Chey zapped an ar-

Suddenly a
futuristi·c· looki·ng
rake is thrown
her and she
smiles warmly at
it. This rake and
her are meant for

each other.

gon laser at the car door and then together. There's only one logical
dunked a portion of a car in the solution to this problem, if you h~p
Atlantic Ocean. The good news is pen to be a snotty British person on
thatthelaserandthesaltwaterdidn't a commercial: He simply opens a
harm the car's paint job at all.
car's rear door and slides through
Now it's not that I don't like thebackseat.Clever,huh?Thecomshiny cars, but if H - - - - - - - - · mercial doesn't
rm driving down
mention what 1aws
the road and all of
were broken in that
the sudden highlittle stunt, but they
powe~ed
laser
•
included jaywalking,breakingandenstarts shooting at
me or I unexpecttering, trespassing
edly become suband being a jerk.
merged in the
The most unocean, my car's
believablepartofthe
comm.ercial is the
finishwouldbethe
least of my condriver's reaction.He
cerns. The guy on
looksinhisrearview
mirror,
smiles
the commercial
was just the oppobroadly· at the in.site, however. He had a distinct.look · {ruder in his back seat, and shakes
. on his face that said, "You mean that :his head as if to say, "That crazy
Icandriverightintqtheoceanwhile · kid!" Now if You. tried to slide
being shot by Star Wars . weapons througfr~omeone;s back seat while
and my car won't even rust? Cool!" y~u we("e 'iri, say for example, down. But I'm sure .you've noticed town Miami, parts of your body
that regular commercials are just as would soon be found scattered across
corny and unbelievable as South Florida.
I'd n~mnally continue for a
info~ercials . Take for example
those European-made Mentos com- ·few more paragraphs talking about
mercials, which, by the way, I hate how millions of people are ~uckered ·
'even more than ,.Marmaduke car- into buyiryg useless products on TV
·'
loons. 01t1e.of the Mentos commer- -commercials, but I can't right now;
cials has a guy who can't cross a the UPS man just delivered my rake.
busy street because of a traffic jam. Aircraft aluminum, huh?I'll bet my
1
' He looks for a passageway between Ginzu Knife could cut right through
the parked cars, but they' re too close it!

You mean that I

a

can drive right
the
Into
ocean
while lJeing Shot
by Siar Wars ,
d
weapons an my
car WOn't even
rust? Cool! ''

Appreciation.of life makes it worth living
In the Thursday edition (October 5) of the Future, there, printed
on the first page of this section was
an article about suicide. If you read
the article in detail, you may have
gotten more out of it than just a
suicidal message. Weeks before this
was published, and maybe even
thought of, I had written what your
about to read. I hesitated to submit it
for various reasons, of which I will
not go into. But upon reading the
article about suicide, my decision to
submit this was instantly solidified
by the article. I'm going to call this
"part two" to that specific article
and I'm sure the author (Ron
Hendershot) would strongly agree.
This here, folks, is what is
called an opinion section. The title
defines its own meaning. But what
you are about to read will be more
like a reminder, rather than an opinion. This is not about who the best
candidate is for president or the Liberal or Conservative side ofpolitical
issues. It's not about talking refrigerators or disassembling your telephone. I'm not going to use fancy
words to look good., but rather, I will
just keep it plain and simple.
What you artt about to read is
about the present, right now. Take a
look around you for a few seconds.
What do you see? Yeah, that's your
husband or wife over there watching TV, or your kids coloring in
their coloring books. Maybe it's your
house or apartment you see, or a
good friend or even the UCF campus.
So you say, "Yeah, OK. Now
what?" Well maybe you didn't look

happen. The more stress you create,
the worse it gets.
No, I'm not a philosopher,
nor am I trying to tell you how to li.ve
yoi.lr tife. I'm just telling you the life
story as I see it. I'm not saying you
have to live your life feeling sorry
for those who are less fortunate. But
jµst take some time whenever you . ~ ·
never made it home. There are some feel it's necessary or appropriate, tc»'.
crazy things that happen out there realize what exactly it is that you
hard enough. Close your eyes and where people become seriously in- posses in your life, anywhere from
count to three. In that short amount jured or ev.en die, and it can. very your shoes to your family, because··. ·
there are those out there who cannot
of time, which_in essence is practi- well be a loved one of yours next.
cally no time whatsoever, someIt'struepeople.It'soutthere, understand what it's like to .have
thing so precious can either be taken and ~ore times than not, it happens clean clothes each day, to eat a nuaway from you, or end instanta- when it's least expected. Now bear. tritious meal, to be educated, or
neously, just like that. Think about in mind, I'm not saying you have to maintain good health .. Remember "
it. So many things - - - - - - - - - - • put a shield up in who you are, and those around you,
are taken for
life and watch over ~it ean all end in a heartbeat. As
granted day in and
your shoulder 24- sad as~·it sounds, inevitably it's true.
da y out. Many
7. What I'm.saying this · is being written -to giv.e the
is, from time to students and faculty here at UCF
cannot appreciate
ordonottaketime
time, remember something to think about, but only
to realize what is
what'saroundyou. you can take it as far as you can. You
around them.
Be thankful that see, we' re all here to make some- ·
you can eat once a thingofourselvesandtobesuccessEveryday
8
day,
that you may ful in life. But don't forget the irnwhen Igo to work, .
have a car to trans- portant things in life,. the littie things,
I browse through
port you, freedom for this is wh~t will bring yoli true
the Orlando Sento do mos\. any- success.
tinel. Almost evthing, and most imSo let's try thi~ again. Take a
eryday I read arport·antly,
the few moments and observe what's
ticles about 3year-olds drowning or being locked friends and loved ones in your life. around you. Depending where you
You see, these are .not the are, wheth~r it"s Cit.home, school or
in cars and suffocating. Some get
innocently struck by cars. It's not material things in life, and more work, try td imagine what it would
just thildren, either. Just recently often than not, they are the things be like if the people around you, or
one of our own students, here at that often go unnoticed. All the the situations in y_our life, were sudUCF, was killed in a car accident. money, fancycars,jewelryorhouses denly :taken away from you. If you
Do you think he planned that to that come variously in life are oniy ·. .don't feel a sense of appreciation or
happen? It was just a normal day, things of status. Each day brings pri'de, then you're not doing it right.
and he was ~veling home to see his new things. and with new things, The moral of story is, remerpber
family and do a good deed by help- comes -·good·.things. If you think who you are and what you have, for
ing his former high schoo1 band. He positive, then positive things will it's all we have to go by.

Ranember who
YOU are, and
those around you,
for it can all end
in heartbeat. As
sad as it sounds,
inevitably ifs
bue.
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.·When's.the
time your
· opiriiQn was wtirth Wet 'n
Wild tickets? Submit

yaur 600-7QO word
opinfon on one of the
foll:owihg topics, and you
< .,could win tickets!

Official Rules: I) Entries
must be-~ubmitted by eMail or on
disk, :~nd clearly marked "Opinion ~ontest Entry" 2) All entries
but tia ve student's name and phone
number 3) Entries should be on
one of these subjects a) politics b)
life at UCF or c) social issues 4)
All entries will be acknowledged
by phone or eMail, and may be
puQJished in the Opinion Section.
5).Entry Deadline is November I,
j 995. 6) Entries will be judged on
content and fonn; as well as grammatical correctness. 7) Winners
v.:m be notified by phone, and it is
the.responsibility of the winners to
~li;k up their tickets from our ofri·~s.8) First place winner will
recieve two tickets, second place
wi~ner will recieve one ticket
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lt s The Hottest 18 & Up ThurSday Night Party
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';1tee Line.Dance Lessons

I

at 7:00 p.m.
" ·Music· from 9howdown
at 9:00 p.m.
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Squth Orange Blossom. Trail
· Orlando, Florida
114 Mile south

. ENTERTAINMENT
COMPLEX
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of the E-W Exp. on "THE TRAIL"

For Information Call: (407) 8.43-2~34
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Player Profde
S(~ft'rt1

llllLllJN
PERSONAL

OOLLEGE
1995: Has registered a total of 115
receiving yards on seven catches
this season.
His best performance came last
weekend in a 41-14 win over the
Samford Bulldogs, where he had
three catches for 68 yards.
1994: Rated second on the depth
chart for most of the season but
moved into the starting lineup late
in the year due to an injury. He .
finished the season with an
average of 7. 7 yards per catch,
including a 32-yard reception
against Maine.
1993: Saw action as a back-up
to John Wouda. Finished the
season with four catches for 48
yards and a touchdown. His
touchdown came in the form of
28-Y.~rder from Darin Hinshaw

BRAUN

mGHSmIOOL
in a 42-7 win.
Graduated from Gainesville's
Buchholz High School, where he
helped beat the heavily-favored
Dillard High School ·in the state
finals anct finish the season an
untouchable 14-0.
Also excelled on the baseball field
as a catcher, batting .335.

Major: Microbiology
D.O.B: June 10, 1973
Favorite NFL team: Dolphins.
Personal Highlight: "This
weekend against Samford I had a
good game receiving, but I
would've liked to have had a
better day blocking."
Team Prediction: "I think this
team may have a chance of
making a run at the I-AA title. We
played pretty bad against
McNeese, but I think we can play
a lot better than that. And if we
get a chance to play them again
(in playoffs) it will show."
Deep Thought: "Liberty is a pretty
good team. We have beaten 'em
in the past, but they're always
pretty dangerous. We gotta play at
our best to beat 'em."

Home of
The Gene McDowell Show
every Thursday Noon - 1:00 at

UC . coach Gene McDowell breaks

down the x's and o's
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Q & A with Liberty coach, Sam Rutigliano
by TIM SPRINGER
Staff writer

Liberty University Head
Coach Sam Rutigliano has traveled
around the world offootbal I. Spending seven of his 17 years in the NFL
as head coach of the Cleveland
Browns, he led them to the AFC
championship only to be defeated
by the Oakland Raiders in 1980.
Rutigliano then joined an elite group
as he was honored as AFC Coachof-the-Y ear.
Now in his seventh season at
Liberty University, he has compiled
acareerrecord of39-3 I. His Flames
(3-2) will be coming to the Citrus
Bowl this Saturday and plan to burn
down the house. But in the most
pivotal game of the Knights' season
the rain dances may already be underway.
Central Florida Future: Coming into the season, is a 3-2 record

where you figured your learn would
be at this point?
Sam Rutigliano: Looking al
our schedule before the season
started I figured going into this game
(against UCF) we would be 4-1. I
knew Central Florida was going to
be tough. After six games I hoped to
be4-2, but now that we already have
two losses this game is the bubble.
We're in a situation where we can ' t
afford to go 3-3 and expect to keep
our hopes alive to make the playoffs. So this game becomes much
more of a must win game than it
would if we were coming in 4-1.
CFF: Running the ball for an
average of 171 yards per game is
pretty productive. And not on Iy does
the ground game help control the
game, it allows you to throw the ball
effectively. Is your offense on top of
its game right now or do you expect
a little more out of them?
SR: Our running game has
been a little sporadic, but I think that

our two outstanding running backs
are starting to gel into sync. We're
trying to gel into the personality of
using two backs and obviously the
running game is very important because it compliments the passing
game. But our main objective is to
keep our defense off the field.
CFF: In your backfield your
leading rusher is Lawrence
Worthington who is averaging over
six yards per carry. But J.T. Monis
seems to be making a little noise
back there as well. Can you tell us a
little about him?
SR: Well, J.T. Monis is just
beginning to get into the groove
after a_lmost a career-ending injury.
He was one of the most heralded

State and was headed for what we
thought was going to be two banner
years, but last year in our second
game against Villanova he injured

Opponent

7p.m.
1 p.m.
7p.m.
Sp.m.
1 p.m.
lp.m.
Mid. .
8p.m.

40-32 over EKU
35-21 over C-N
46-14 loss to FSU
49-7 loss to McNeese
41-14 over Samford
Liberty
at Hawaii
at Northeast Louisiana
Bethune-Cookman
Troy State
Maine

4p.m.

4p.m.
4p.m.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••: I
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Updated Depth Chart
•
•
•
•
OFFENSE
•
•
Reginald Doster
WR Mike Huff
WR
TE
TB
FB
QB
RT
RG

c
LG
LT

CB
CB
SS
• F'S
LB
LB
LB
DE
DT
DT
DE

p
K
KR

Mark Nonsant
Eddie Keyes
Joey Hubbard
Scott Braun
Marquette Smith Mike Grant
Donald Huzzie
GerodDavis
Daunte Culpepper Kevin Reid
Cornell Green
Matt Wittman
Greg Harper
Chris Tabscott
Steve Wagner
Chris Wrenn ·
Ryan Gillis
Alex Galvez
Marcus Jenkins
Kevin Stewart
DEFENSE
Darryl Latimore
Allen Powell
Willie Washington Louis Lubin
Donnell Washington Adrian Ellis
Kenton Rickerson Deon Poder
Mark Williams
Nakia Reddick
Kendrick Thomas Shane Moore
Matt Gulla
John Bryant
Anthony Cooks Jameil McWhorter
Robert Braucht Jerod Durant
I
Corries Hardy
Tairvares Tate
Jermaine Benoit
EmilEkiyor

:1
: I

•

win it in the fourth quarter.
CFF: Is the NFL behind you
for good or do you plan to return if
the opportunity arises again?
SR: That boat has sailed for
me. I feel very strong about this
school. Liberty has given me an
opportunity to coach in a uniquely
Christian environment, and I like
what the school stands for. I like
what we do in terms of using football to train young champions for
Christ. So for me, this is the final
round up, this will be the end of my
career when I decide to stop coaching hereat Liberty. I miss the excitement of the NFL, but I really feel
that God wanted me to be at Liberty
University ... my own little mission.

backs in the country when he came . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
outofHeritageHighSchoolinVirginia. He transferred here from Penn

1995 UCF Football schedule
Aug. 31
Sept. 9 .
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct.14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov.4
Nov.11
Nov.18

his hip and it was much worse than
we originally thought. But with each
game now he's starting get better
physically and mentally.
CFF: Your QB Antwan
Chiles and UCF's QB Daunte
Culpepper are very comparable, not
only in size but in their abilities. Are
you looking forward to being a part
of this match up?
SR: Yeah, and I hope it's going to be a good game. I hope that we
can put a lot of points on the board
cause we know they're gonna score
'cause they're a prolific offensive
football team, they do a lot of things
well. We're just hoping that we can
make it a competitive game and
hang in there and have a chance to

Through the eyes of coach
~ Al
an G ooch ~

•Talk about any newcomers tion.
and what they brought off the bench
• How was the preparation for
and how it helped the team?
the game during the week?
Gooch:TruefreshmanDaunte
Gooch: The team had its best
Culpepper checked to the halfback Tuesday practice of the year this past
hot route and passed it to roommate, week-and Tuesday's practices tend
fonner Ocala Vanguard teammate, to be the longest and toughest.
Johnie Presley, for the first score of
•Both physically and mentally,
the game - and the first score of how did we fare last week?
Presley's career.
Gooch: The defense allowed
• What canied the team last no points after the first quarter, and it
week?
- -was also the fewest points allowed in
Gooch: The team had to have agamethisyear. Theoffensewasvery
this game to reach its goals. We felt physicaldrivingtheballandpounding
they came together, focused on their Samford' s defense with the running
individual assignments and played game and then burning them with the
with the required intensity and emo- pass to put the points on the board .

SU SH
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•
•
•
••
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••
•
•
•
••
••

•
•
•
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SPECIALISTS
Charlie Pierce
Charlie Pierce
Johnie Presley/ Mike Grant

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Hear all the games live on our flagship station 540 The 'ream,
with select games on 740 WWNZ and WHOO 990. Join Marc Daniels
and former NFL star Gaiy Parris for evezy play, with sideline reports .
by Jeny O'Neil. Thursdays at noon, it's "UCF .O n The Line" with
Gene McDowell and Marc Daniels on 540 The Team.
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Uberty game could detennine
whether season is a success
week, UCF must still be cautious of Liberty's
big-play kick returner, Andrew McFadden,
Assistant sports editor
who has scored three touchdown already this
season
on kickoff and punt returns.
After two humiliating losses, the Uni"We're
going to double up on it [speversity of Central Florida Golden Knights (3cial
teamswork),''McDowell
ad vi ed. "We're
2) bounced back by spanking Samford and
going
to
practice
extra
on
special
teams."
hope to continue the winning trend this SaturThe
Knights
must
also
stay
focused
on
day against the Liberty Flames (3-2).
defense.
The
Flames
are
scoring
41
point
-aLuckily for the Knights, the game·is at
the Citrus Bowl, a place that favors the Knights game while churning out 415 yards of total
heavily in offensive output. DaunteCulpepper offense. Liberty'squarterbackAntwan Chiles
is completing 79 percent of his passes oi;i the is a legitimate I-A talent and could definitely
home field and has thrown eight touchdowns be a factor in the game. His 1124 yards
to only one interception. Marquette Smith passing even outshine the numbers ofUCFs
also finds the field at the Citrus bowl to his Daunte Culpepper. Chiles originally signed
liking, averaging 155 yards-a-gamewitha5.3 to play with the Florida Gators, but after
yards-per-carry average. Those statistics do Florida wanted him to play tight end, Chiles
not bode well for a Liberty team that was transferred to Liberty. Although unranked in
blown out last year 49-24 by the Knights and the Division I-AA pol ls, Liberty is a team that
could beat UCF if the Knights do not execute.
trail in the series 6-2.
"This is Just as crucial a game as the last
As good as the Knights have been playing at home, having won four in ·a row dating one was," McDowell cautioned. "Tills is not
back to last year's November thrashing of a time to rest on our laurels. We've got to push
Buffalo, the fan support continues to become hard for this game.
. "We'reonly good if we are really mena problem at the Citrus Bowl.
"It's disappointing that our fans would tally ready to play each game," he continued.
The Knights have a few players hamrather watch a TV game than watch us play,"
head coach Gene McDowell said referring to pered by various strains and sprains, but evlast Saturday's poor crowd turn out. "A lot of eryone is probable for Saturday, with the
people lost faith in us when we went on the exception of receiver Eddie Keyes, who is
road and lost."
still bothered by a groin pull. Fullback
Fan support or not, the Knights are Kendrick Moore will be returning to practice
. looking to stay on track this time and avoid with the team after sitting out the early part of
making the mistakes of the past.
the season with a cracked patella (kneecap).
"We are now going to take it one week According to Gene McDowell, Moore will
at a time and focus on the team we're playing probably not see any action this Saturday
this week," kicker Charlie Pierce said.
unless he performs spectacula~ly this week in
Pierce's jmprovement 1.ast week was practice. Freshman receiver Tiwon Ford has
part of a mass overhaul of the special teams an ankle injury and will be redshirted this
that has been going on for the Knights as of season .
late. Although McDowell feels that special
Game time is I :00 p.m. at the Florida
teams came through for the first time last Citrus Bowl.
by JUSTIN DELIAS

photo/STRODE

Cornerback Allen Powell and the rest of the Golden Knights defense held
Samford's offense in check last Saturday limiting them to just 14 points.
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Bosnian student contributes to UCFs 'Good'
second issue was greeted with as much enthu- intense nationalism and a hatred for Muslims,
much like racism is passed down in other Westsiasm as the first.
''Now we are still working on it, but the ern nations.
economic situatjon in Croatia is horrible ...so at
When Bajraca hears Americans suggest that this struggle can be ended by negothis time we are just a little bit slowed down."
Bajraca calls the magazine "my direct tiation, she points out our country's similar
contact to theater, and because of that, a lot of problems. "[The Balkan conflict] has been
people get to know me." As a result, she was going on for years, for centuries, and it is the
offered a job as "assistant-this, assistant-that" same as the racial issues [in the United States].
by LAURA BUNDY
in a professional theater company in Croatia. Where I cannot understand why somebody
Theater critic
"That's when I discovered that theater is hates black people, it is the same reason why
Good, a play about the rise of Naz.ism probably the only art that can make dreams . [Americans] cannot understand the problems
there."
and the moral descent of one man, opens come true, alive, in front of you."
Bajraca is also quick to note that not all
She brought that experience with her to
tonight at Theatre UCF. While the actors have
no doubt researched their roles and consid- the United States last summer, when her Serbs think alike. She explains that there is a
.ered their characterizations, one woman be- family was relocated to St. Petersburg by
hind the scenes may be more emotionally Catholic Charities. A year later, she is a freshinvolved than the perfonners. For Sabina man at UCF, pursuing a B.F.A. in stage manBajraca, stage manager of this production, the agement, and someday hopes to be'a director. . ·
· It is oddly appropriate that Bajraca's
scenes serve to remind her of the conflict
first stint as stage manager for Theatre UCF
ravaging her homeland.
Born and raised in Bosnia, Bajraca was should be for its current production of Good.
forced to leave in May, 1992, at age 15. She She sees parallels between WWII in Gerlived with her aunt's family in Croatia for two many, as depicted by the play, and the current
years, and it was there that she fell in Jove with war in the former Yugoslavia. In addition to
the theater. When she met four friends who the obvious issue of ethnic cleansing, Bajraca
enjoyed it as much as she did, they decided to cites n.ationalism, leadership and ignorance as
getinvolvedsomehow, "butwedidn'twantto common to both struggles.
"It is the same thing, because Hitler, l)e
get in like actors, because there are so many
finally
decided.to clear all Germany of Jews,
people from our generation.that are trying to
and
that
is exactly what is going on down
be actresses and actors."
The five friends went on to create the there, trying to clear all Bosnia of Muslims."
In fact, she explains, the anti-Muslim
only theater magazine in Croatia at the time,
photo/SAGINARIO
which was supported by Croatian celebrities, sentiment among Serbs goes back for centuries, Sabina was 15 when a neighbor·told
but declared illegal by the government. Bajraca and is deeply rooted in the people's pride. The her family, "you have to leave this
believes that authorities felt threatened be- concept of a "Great Serbia,'' whjch encompasses apartment if you want to be alive."
cause such a professional-looking (thanks to all Balkan lands, was an ambition longliefore the
the printing company of a friend's father) creation of Yugoslavia occurred at the end of major phi losophica1 rift between the Bosnian
publication was created by teenagers. It took WWII, according to Serbian history books. Gen- Serbs, who left their homeland when Yugoa year to lift the ban on the magazine, but the erations of Serbs have been indoctrinated with slavia was created, and some of the Serbs who

O Young and intelligent,
Sabina Bajraca has definite
opinions about ·Bosnia,
the Holocaust and Theatre
UCF's production of Good.

·HOT.
MAC.

Burn, baby, burn-disco inferno.

Not the burger, pal - the killer computer.

PQwer Macintosh• 61

og

Dos compatible w/ C

16MB RAMl5QOMB hard drive,
Power PC 601 processor, CD-ROM drive,

15" c.olor monitor, keyboard and mouse.

I•

still reside.in Serbia, especially those who are
well-educated. It is this group that opposes the
war, "but they cannot stand in the middle of "
the street and say, 'I'm against it,' because
they will kill them."
They cannot leave the country, she
adds, because no other country wil1 accept
them, believing that, as Serbs, they wi11 be
supportive of the war crimes committed by
their countrymen.
Noting that there are things she can
speak about which the media cannot, Bajraca
talks about the leader of the Bosnian Serbs, ~
Radovan Karadzic, who is perhaps more similar to Hitler than is readily apparent: "He is a
psychologist. He has a degree in psychology, ,,..
and he considers himself a doctor." Bajraca
feels that, like Hitler, whose charisma may
have inspired as many
. people as did his ideals, ~
Karadzic is highly manipulating, inciting his
followers to "kill some poor children bec.ause
they are just this religion."
As stage manager, Bajraca watches the
rehearsals of Good, and has both intellectual
and emotional responses. "Halder is the main
character, and he is very confused. He doesn't
know what to think, what to believe. He is
very ignorant of other people's problems because he feels that his problems take first
place, and through that ignorance ... he gets
enrolled in the Nazi party."
Ignorance plays a role in her homeland
conflict, too, she says, or else the parties
engaged in fighting would have learned the
lessons taught so terribly by the Holocaust.
Still, she doesn't see combat ending the
struggle. "It is definitely the Serbs that attacked us, but there is no way that this war
see GOOD, F-6

Power Macintosh• 7100/80 w/CD
8MB RAMl700MB bard drive,
Power PC 601 JJrUCeSs0r CD-ROM drive,

15" color monitor, keyboard and mouse.

~
~

.Cheap. Not as cheap .as a taco, but hey..
Macintosh Perfomla• 5200 w/CD
8MB RAM/800MB bard drive,
Power PC 603 processvr, CD-ROM drive,

built-in 15' rolor monitor, keyboard, mouse

Color StyleWriter9 2400
w/CardShop Plus"
ink cartridge and cable indutled.

and a/J the software;wre likely fQ need

RIGHT NOW AT YOUR CAMPUS RESELLER.

_Being a student is hard. So we\re made buying a Macintosh• easy. So easy, in fact, that the

prices on Macintosh personal computers are now even lower than their already low student prices.

Unfortunately, they won't stay this low forever. So you need to forget about how hard your life i.5 for a
minute and start thinking about how~ it will be with a Macintosh. The com.l. .J,,
puter that gives you the power any student can use. The power tO be your besr.

App1e •

For further information visit UCF Computer Store next to the Biplogy Building
. Open 8:30am - 4:30pm Mon -Thurs and Fri 8:30am: - 4:oo pin
or for more information call the Sales Office at 823-5434 or 823-5226
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Kidman' s diabolical charm & intellect
Kev.in Spac~y Nicole Kidman
can be
are Hollywood's newest villians
&

by DEAN LEWIS
Staff writer

.

The year has seen its share
of movie villains. From cunning
psychos to wide-eyed lunatics to
dou_ble-dealing con artists, this pattern of fiendish evil comes full
circle with Gus Van Sant's To Die
For (***/four), an often funny
spoof on celebrity and the moral
degeneration in today's media.
The centerpiece of the story is
Suzanne Stone, an ambitious reporter whose drive for stardom
and success ultimately leads to
murder. Nicole Kidman has a good
time with the part, and almost
plays it to perfection. Her unscrupulous deeds are as vile and blackhearted as the testosterone antics
of those conniving felons in Bryan

Singer's The Usual Suspects. In planned murder of Stone's
both films, the devilish sides of hardworking and devoted husband
human nature are revealed to the (Matt Dillon). Soon afterwards,
point of sympathy, extracting she is targeted as the prime susdrama and comedy out of the seri- pect. Structured in flashbacks,
the film .is carried to sensational
ous business of killing.
Kidman's Suzanne Stone heights by Kidman, who displays
starts her career at the bottom of a both the charm and wit of a schemlocal cable news station. Hervig- ing mistress. Despite her fate in
orous persistence lands her a posi- the end, Suzanne Stone becomes
tion as the station's weathergirl. our reluctant hero. I must admit I
Craving popularity, she eventu- enjoyed being a spectator, seated
ally sets out to make a documen- at the sl"delines of her devious pertary on issues facing teenagers. · sonality arid watching its spoiled
Three teens, played with slicing bravado do justice to a script that
realism by Joaquin Phoenix, stabs the heart with satire.
The tl"ve criminals in The.
Alison Folland, and Casey
Affleck, reluctantly sign up for Usual Suspects are lured into a
the project. It is Phoenix, though, devious array of heists by a fastthat strikes a nerve in Stone. A talking c~ipple named Verbal
torrid affair ensues between the (Kevin Spacey). A generous bulk
two and ultimately ends with the of the story is told in flashback,

F-3

Movie Guide
. Regal Cinema 7
(277-1454)
How to Make a Quilt (PG-13)
2, 4:20, 7, 9: 15
jade(R)

1:45,4:20, 7:20,9:20
and, as in To Die For, these characStrange Da]~ (R)
ters proudly fancy themselves in
1:30, 4: 15, 7:05, 9:55
their own evil personas. Spacey
Seven(R)
steals the picture, with his inno2, 5, 7, 7:30, 9:30, 10
cent yet evasive behavior. Always
The Searl.et Letter (R)
a pleasure to watch, Spacey digs
1:30,
4: 10, 650, 930
his teeth into a character as meaty
Assassins (R)
as the heartless real estate sales1:40, 4:30, 7:15, 9:50
man he portrayed in David M~met' s
The Big Green (PG)
Glengarry Glen Ross. He is the
2,4 ··
one snake we find ourselves watch· Enzian Theater
ing the most. The dark aura of his
(6444fiS2)
presence assures us that m_urder
AMC Fashion Village 8
can make convincing drama.
~76W)
.
Kidman and Spacey are both
Gerieral Cinema
knockouts, playing seemingly sinister
at ColanialPromendde 6
spooks who circle in orbi ts·ofrnadryess.
(898-7707)
In theirfilms, they are scoundrels made
. GC at Fashion Square 6
tobeheroes. Average_mer.ianpwornen ·
(8£62571)
murdering their way into a world where
. un~B
dementia is kingofemotions and provo(657-1661)
cation is simply attitude.
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. SUPPiies
For The
Adventurous
Explorer

Iha Family
camp~ng

Stora
••,Discount

.·Mon-Sat

w/ this ad!

9am-7pm

381-7977

8525 East Colonial Dr. • Orlando, ft. 32807
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COMPANY

· Spectrum makes and markets the fastest growing consumer brands
in insect and weed control. We've doubled in size in the past few
years and our products are rapidly becoming category leaders. Our
patented water-based technology is the industry's most environ·
mentally advanced. And we lead in one more important way: we're
. the only company in our segment w~t.h our own trained field sales .

•

If you want to choose a doctor that you already lmow.
If you want a health care plan that's lmown for quality.
If you want the dependability that comes from a name you lmow and trust.
If you want the convenience of doctors and hospitals that are nearby.
If you want the card that's always recognized and accepted. : .
If you want it all in a health care plan that's surprisingly affordable.
Then you really want today's Health Options and Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida.
I

We're looking for recent college graduates with the desi~e to go f~r
in our thriving organization. You'll start
us as Territory_ Sales ·
Trainee, responsitile for merchandising a~d display:at major retail
• chains in your assigned territory. Other duties and advancement

"fth

opportunities follo.w as soon as you're ready. ~
To qualify, you'll need aBS, aget-it-do~e attitude and an outgoing
personality. Bu~iness, merchandising, r.etaif ~r grocery store exf*
rience are all assets. The ability to relocate is essential. We offer
comprehensive training, an attract~e salary a'!'i~excellent benefits
as well as a car allowance and expenses. ..~

If your employer gives you the option, ask for what you really want.
Or call~ today at 1-800-766-3737. And put the Blues® behind you.

It's Good To Have The Blues® Behind You .

•
•
•

:
; - ' BlueCross
Blue Shield
/
ot Florida
..
®
I

A

.

··we·will be interviewing on
campus on October 23.

. -.,'- tO••i,,,.

~ l<'~.~111111

"

Please schedule an appointment with the_Career

.

.,.

Reso~rce Center. We'll look forward ta talking with you ...

0

and getting you started on your k.]ller career.
.

HEAllH OPilOJ\&·

·. ·

•Health Options, a subsidiary of Blue Cros> and Blue Shield of F1orida, has_full accreditation from The National Committee for Quality Assurance. an independent. non-profit
organization located in Washington. D.C. that accredib managed care orgammtioOS". Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Flonda, Inc. and Health Options. Inc. are Independent
Lirensees of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. ®Registered marks of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. @' Registered mark of Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida. Inc.

N5IO~P3D

State employees call about
Health Options 1-800-830-8668.

THE INNOVATIVE EDGE
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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TWO LARGE:
PIZZAS
I
Each with 2 Toppings

Deep Dish Extra·
CALL NOW! otrer ends 10/25/95
Valid at participating locations. Not valid with any other offers. Customer pays
· sales tax where applicable. Our driver's cany less than $20. Delivery areas
· limited to ensure safe driving. " 1995 Domino's ~ Inc•

11
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I
I
I

I

--------------------~

I
WE ACCEPT
I
I COMPETITOR'S COUPONS I
I For a limited time, Domino's Pizza will accept competitor's I
I coupons. Offer good on like sizes only. Carry out or delivery. I
I Competitor's coupons are not good in combination with any I
other Domino's coupon.
(
I
NOW! Offer
at
arry
offers.
Ia.;
tax
Our
I
CALL
ends 10/25/95
Valid
participating locations. Not valid with
other
Customer
pays sales
where applicable;.
driver's cany less than $20. Delivery
areas flmite;d to enst.re safe driving. "' 1995 Domino's PiZZll. Inc.

II
r-------------------~
I ·s 99
ORDER
I
1
·i
OF BUFFALO

1-

:

. .....

WINGS

:

I
With any Deep Dish
I
Pizza at Menu Price · I
I
Wings) ,_ ': :
otrer ends
Valid at
t:nt
I
·
than
Delivery
Don't forget--You can use your IL":". : . areas tax
.....J
Meal Card at Domino's Pizza® ~-----------------~-~

II
·

Serving UCF

384-8888

a
s

(10 Piece; Otder of
CALL NOW!
10/25/95
participating locations. Not. valid with
other offers. Customer
pays sales
where applicable. Our driver's CNTY less
$20.
fimite;d to ensure safe driving. • 1995 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

: $5'.99
I
I
I
I._
I 11.
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·CARRY OUT . :
SPECIAL
I
'

I
.
I
CAU.../'IOWI onv enc1s
velid with
other otrers. Customer
_.I
driver's CTl'fY less than
•
eomm•s
I

Large 1-Topping Pizza

______________
II
0ee;p Dish extra
at participatire locations. Not
pays sales tax where applicable. Ol.r
~ imit£d to m!lft m ~ 1995
~

10/25/95

·l!llY

$20. Ddvery
Plue, Inc.
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JOIN THE
Journey with me into the mind of a film maniac. A fi lmboyi
Well, no controversy. No shlock fests. And I think I beat that "lack
offilm in Orlando" rug for atatleasta few weeks. So here's somefilmboy
history. There's only one otherfilmboy in my town. He's fat, unlike me.
He wears glasses, unlike me. He doesn ' t eat popcorn, unlike me. He
doesn't eatjujyfruits, unlike me. And he is the man, unlike me. Roger
Ebert is my idol.
What did you expect my life story?
I love Roger. I respect Roger. Ebert is a blessing t~ film history.

**I'm112notJadesure(R)if Jade ever got started. After a routine hatchetmurder, David Caruso finds himself in a maze of suspicion and erotic
confusion. Dave's a cop.
We get started a little too quickly. A load of questions just fall
on us and all the sudden we have a murder mystery. The story is thin and
straight forward. Instead of a shocking twist, we get a 25-minute car chase
through the streets and the parade routes of Chinatown.
Anyway, Jade is a sex-inspired thriller, with shameless thrill.
The Showgirls/ Basic Instinct freak of the pen wrote this one as well, and
he finally struck out. Jade writer, Eszterhas has a problem- starting a plot
without infonning the audience. He attempts to construct a really intriguing mystery, but with uninspiring and shallow characters, the case is
plainly cut and dry- predictable. The story isn't involving and the car
chase takes up half the movie. Might I suggest lowering the ramps on
those San Francisco hills, in order to make those chase scenes even
slightly realistic.
Linda Fiorentino is hot and sexy as usual and one hell of a sex
fiend. The poster scene is wild and intense. Unfortunately, it's about the
only scene with any emotion.
Both Linda and Chazz play off their former roles. They fill the
roles nicely, but ultimately the story is terrible and beyond repair.
Mr; Caruso, now typecast for life, with his twingy faces and a
"I wish I was cool again" look, just emphasizes the phoniness of the script.
Dave's a cop. He needs a new role. Ifhe keeps on this track, all he 1 ll see
in his ex-Blue future is a role as a gay serial killer running nude around
hospitals opposite Charles Bronson. I love you Dave, but man, you suck.
Jade finishes with finesse. With an anti-conventional final
scene, it is worth waiting for. Beyond that, Jade wastes the Chinese
tone- basically pointless. Every character calls Dave, "Dave," at least
four times and don' t yawn too slow because you'll miss the fastes t
recovery of a driver in the worst car crash i"n movie history. In about 22
seconds, Dave loses his breaks, ramping 90-feet in the air (literally),
twisting, spinning out, missing a school bus, turning 360's in the air, goes
to the hospital, wakes up, leaves and is back out on the street. 2 scratches:
22 seconds? Excuse me Dave, but you're dead bro' .

'
**This112isMute
Witness (R)
a spoofofhorror-mania crap fests. Mute Witness actually
works within its inverted plot. It's a bit scary and also very sarcastic at the
same time. I like its battle vs. the typical horror flick. The characters are
weird and complex. From the Hollywood rep geek to the killers, these
people provide some honesty to the script.
It's funny on a eerie tip, and the deaf thing inspires a diverted
tone. Mute is a bit slow and tedious at times, but so are cheese-ridden
horror flicks. So I guess it's intentional. Nevertheless, Mute Witness takes
adifferenttwiston the overused genre that has possessed Hollywood. Kill
Mike Myers already.
-Gluttony, Envy, Sly Stallone, Anger. The Seven sins do include
Mr. Stallone.
-Ask yourself, "Have I seen Living in Oblivion?" Too bad.
-Ask yourself, "Where do I live." HA! ....
13 Oct.- Mure Witness, The &arlet Letter, Strange Days, Jade

'98
INFORMATION MEETINGS:
Monday October 16, 5:00pm
Tuesday October 17, lO:OOam & 3:00pm
All meetings will be h.el~ in the Student Center Auditorium.
All applicants must attend one info-rmation meeting.
For more information, call 823-5105.

"
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of the world is going up ... we [in the
Balkans] are going down."
Bajraca seems to laugh out
of strength, or as a coping mechanism, but she admits that one scene
in Good hit her very hard.
"It was a scene when they are
book-burning ... thatremrnded me of
my father who stayed [in Bosnia]
for three years -he finally got out
a couple of weeks ago - and he is
a big loverofbooks. That's the only
thing he saved from our apartment. .. He stayed there to make sur~
that the books would be on the way
to us. It just reminded me of him.
"They are burning books now,
and, I don't know, I start thinking of

could be stopped ifthey only born bed
Belgrade."
It is not as hard as one might
think for Bajraca to deal with all this
during rehearsals, or at least she
puts up a good front. "When I'm
here [at the theater] , it is horrible
everything going on, but the way
they are presenting the situation, it
makes me laugh in myself about
some of the people. I know some of
the characters in that play. I can say,
'I know a person exactly like that!'
And I laugh in myself, that it is so
weird. It is the end of the 20th century, and while the U.S. and the rest

mycity.Mycitywascalledthe 'Bosnian
Beauty,' because it was full of trees,
huge trees .. .It was so pretty, and now all
those trees are gone, not because of the
war, I mean, not directly. Serbs didn't
cut them. It's just the people. because
they didn't have electricity during the
winter, and winterdown there is harsh ...
'They had to cut those trees, and ·
it's so sad ...all my memories are somehow connected with them. All this
bum ing, and fire. All that reminded me
somehow."
Sabina Bajraca is the stage
manager of Theatre UCF's Good,
which opens tonight and runs
through Oct. 22. For tickets and
information, cal I 823-1500.
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CO CERTS
AT A GLANC:E
Thursday

Saturday

The Hoovers

Hourglass Garden

at The Mill

at Hard Rock

Tracy Lawrence

Donkey

at UCFArena

at Sapphire

Big White Undies
w/ Nicoteens

Snappin Panties
at The Mill

.

at Sunset Strip

Sunday
Friday
Rocket SS

Brian Smalley
at Sloppy Joe's

at The Junkyard

Dickie Clark

Monday

at Yab Yum

The Shut-ins

Sunshine Blind

at Sapphire

w/ Prophets of Nothing
at Ultraviolet

Axis Night
at The Club

Custom PC Systems • Upgrades • Parts • Repairs

•

/ DELUXE SYSTEMS
Pentium-133/ 8 MB RAM
Pentium-100/ 8 MB RAM
Pentium-90/ 8 MB RAM
486DX4·120/ 8 MB RAM
486DX2·80/ 8 MB RAM

CUSTOMIZATIONS
8 to 16 RAM- 486
8 to 16 RAM- Pent
1.2 MB Floppy Drive
ATI Mach 64 - 2MB
850 MB Hard Drive
1600 MB Hard Drive
Quad Multimedia Kit
420 MB Tape Drive
800 MB Tape Drive

$2,079
$1,679
$1,589
$1,299
$1,229

Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add

280
280
47
120
40
21 O
259
149
179

Trackman
Mid-Tower Case
Combo Floppy ..
17" CTX 1765GM
15" Acer 55L
·
14.4 Fax Modem
Thrustmaster
280 VA UPS
Surge Arrest w/tel

Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add.

CARIBBEAN EXPERIENCE

79
30
64
450
110
54
. 39
105 ·
25

TAN AND NAILS
NEW SUNDASH WOLF SYSTEMS

Grand Opening Special

Deluxe Systems Include: Motherboard w/CPU, RAM, 540 MB HOD, 1.44 MB Floppy Drive, VLB IDE
2H/2F/2S/1P/1G Controller, 1 MB VLB Video Card, 14" SVGA .28 NI Monitor, 101 Keyboard,
Case w / 250 Watt Power Supply, Windows '95, Microsoft Mouse

$5 off Full Set of Nails
$35. 00 l month unlimited tanning
1 free tan with full set of nails

50% off Upgrade Labor with this Ad.
Quad Speed Kit
279
Sound Blaster 16 SCSI 129
Sound Blaster AWE32 289
Sound Blaster 16 IDE
84
80 Watt Speakers
69
Double Speed CD-ROM 69
Sound Blaster Pro Dix
69
PC Speakers
19
Quad Speed CD ROM 179
Choose from our selection of CD titles
Great Prices

7359 Lake Underhill Road

Mon-Sat 10am-6pm

(At the comer of Lake Underhill and
Goldenrod at the EW Expressway Exit)

Phone: (407) 382-9031
Fax:
(407) 658~9615

1011 LOCKWOOD BLVD. OVIEDO

' ·. 365-9755
SHOES SHIRTS & SHORTS SPORTING GOODS
GOLDENROD GROVES SHOPPING CENTER
(CORNER OF ALOMA & HOWELL BRANCH)

$5.00 OFF
YOUR PURCHASE OF
$25.00 OR MORE
(E:\.'PIRES 11130/95)

.

Shoes for: jogging.soccer.basketball.tennis.etc.

Border Cantina Mexican Restaurant

}:xperienced
"' \

.

1

•

: If you're serious about performing as a career, you
, • should begin where the best in the business have
•• started-Opryland Productions, Inc. We are one
•• of the largest producers of live entertainment in
: the country, and we are looking to hire 850-1000
singers, dancers, actors, specialty

I

& acts, musicians and technical
I. ~ntertain.ers
·
. personnel for our 1996 casts.
:
:
:
:

You might be chosen to perform at Fiesta Texa~
Oprylanc:l Themepark, Nashville's Wildhorse
Saloo'l,, aboard the Gene~al Jackso'l showboat
'o r one of m11!!}'. other e,l)t,e rtainmeht .venues: :·

ambitious........ .•
AUDITION DATE
Thursday, October 19, 1:00-4:00 pm
Columbus Center

Stuqio A
4625 Middlebrook Rd. ·

Orlando, Florida
For additional audition schedules and locations, call

·t-800-947-8243

·.

•

I•

••

Iperformers I
OPl\lbOO>

PRODUCTIONS INC.

g

AGAYl.ORD ENTB.RTAJNMENtCOMPANY

2802 Opryland Drive, Nashville, TN 37214

4250 ALAFAYA TRAIL
(ONE BLOCK NORTH IN PUBLIX CENTER)

.Best Mexican Food in Central Florida
~----DAILY SPECIALS-----

.<$1.00 ICEHOUSE DRAFT &$2.00 MARGARITAS'
.

(ALL DAY EVERYDAY)
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE

359-1333

FREE

LSAT

.,

Class & Practice Exam
Sunday,Oct22,1995
2:0b pm - 6:00 pm

. Holiday Inn UCF
~mpitheater

'B[aC~i:one LsAL Prep,
a non-profit ecfucationa[ corp.
1-800-881-LSAT

..

I

I

:

I

-

On the Green

Saturday 21
10:00 - 3:00pm

•
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Week six was highlighted
by an NFL record five overtime
games, and I did pretty well for
myself going 8-4, 53-29 for the
season. I've been working overtime to give you the right picks for
this week's games. Hope your
football pools are good to you.
ATLANTA FALCONS
@ST. LOUIS RAMS
Rams favored by 3.
Who would've thought that
this game would mean anything at
the beginning of the season. While
the winner of this one puts themselves m the NFC West lead, the
loser of the game will signal the
beginning of its demise. Rams defenders are scoring more often
than the offense, which is not a
good thing when you're facing
the high-scoring Falcons. A TL
27-STL 17.
SEATTLE SEAHA WKS
@BUFFALO BILLS
Bills favored by 7.
They' II still be celebrating
0.1. 's acquittal by the time Seattle
wanders into town. Dennis
Erickson hasn't brought the immediate results expected of him,
but at least his team is doing better
than Miami. Thurmanand the boys
have been playing well, but they
won't be celebrating this upset.
They're guilty (ofnot being good).
SEA 24-BUF 20.
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS @ KANSAS CITY
CHIEFS
Chiefs favored by 5.
Talk about total collapse.

The Patsies. the once heralded
team of the future, look like the
pre-Parcells Pats who everyone
beat up on. Steve Grogan, Marc
Wilson, Scott Zolak and Doug
Flu tie were just a few of the QB"s
who went through that futility.
Golden-armed Drew Bledsoe is
different, he's actually good. But
he's struggling, and he won't find
any refuge in the surging Chiefs
defense. KC 20-NE 16.
PHILADELPHIA
EAGLES @ NEW YORK GIANTS Giants favored by 3.
QB Rodney Peete has
guided Philly to consecutive ugly
victories since being named the
starter. Charlie Garner and Ricky
Watters ran all over Washington
last week, both amassing over I 00
yards rushing. Giant back Rodney
Hampton still has that broken
hand, so it's up to Hershel Walker
to try to take out his former teammates. What drama, let the ugly
victories continue. PHI 28-NYG
20.
DETROIT LIONS @
GREEN BAY PACKERS
Pack favored by 4.
The Lions are on a mission
to become my second favorite
team. They've fulfilled my predictions in upsetting San Francisco and Cleveland the last two
weeks. This week Barry and the
boys are in cheese country for a
touchdown with Green Bay. I
can't ride shotgun with you on the
upset for this one boys, Brett
Favre's got something to prove

and he'll use a weak spot in the
Detroit secondary as his platform.
GB 35-DET 30.
MINNESOTA VIKINGS
@ TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS Bucs favored by 2.
Tampa Bay in first place?
OK, what's the punchline, is hell
freezing over? Front-running fans
are out shopping for those trendy
orange and red/brown jackets and
hats as we speak. Yikes are out to
regain control of the division, and
for fashion's sake, and cause fans
to return ugly Bucs merchandise
back to stores. MIN 27-TB 16.
SAN
FRANCISCO
49ERS @ INDIANAPOLIS
COLTS Niners favored by 8.
Up and coming Colts keep
spoiling the party for the unbeatens
of the world. Now no team stands
undefeated, so Indy has to be looking for another line of work. With
San Fran in town in a must-win
game to keep pace with the divisional lead, I think Indy can probably fill theroleoftacklingdummy
pretty well, at least for this week.
SF 31-IND 10.
CHICAGO BEARS @
JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS
Bears favored by 5.
With the rest of the AFC
Central put on a bye week the
expansion Jags can pull to within
a half game of the division lead.
What is it with expansion teams
from the upper half of Florida.
Luckily for the NFL, they don't
have a lottery system. Chicago
was almost tripped up by an ex-

pansion team last week, and should
avoid the bullet this week- slapping the Jags on the wrist for growing up too fast. CHI 17-JAX 7.
MIAMI DOLPHINS @
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS
Fins favored by 7.
Dan Marino was not too
happy when his record-setting day
and perfect record were ruined by
Indy last week, as I foretold. He's
gonna be on a rampage in this one.
New Orleans has a perfect record
of its own - perfectly winless.
Dan knows what it's like to lose a
perfect record, and he'll make sure
N.O. won'thave to go through the
same ordeal. What a nice guy.
MIA 42-NO 17.
NEW YORK JETS @
CAROLINA PANTHERS
Jets favored by 1.
Nominated for worst
match up of the year, this game is
sure to showcase some of the most
mediocre talent in the game. Cozy
Death Valley,probably theNFL's
most mediocre stadium, gets the
honor of displaying this one. One
thing is for sure, the winnerof this
game will double its win total.
CAR 28-.NY J 26.
WASHINGTON
REDSKINS @ ARIZONA
CARDINALS Cards favored
by 3.
The Skins have turned out
to be one of the most entertaining
teams in football. Terry Allen has
been great at running back, while
Michael Westbrook has stepped
into the forefront for Offensive

Rookie of the Year. Arizona's
defense has to hang tight and dehydrate Washington in the desert
for a chance to win. Mark my
words, Garrison Hearst will take
this game over, rushing for over
150 yards. AZ 27-WAS 21.
DALLAS COWBOYS @
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS
Cowboys favored by l.
The top matchup of week
seven brings up a matchup of
Emmit Smith vs. Natrone Means,
two of the most dominating runners in the game. Both defenses
are solid, and have its share of
superstars. The difference - QB
Troy Aikman, who proved how
vital he is to the Dallas offense
with last week's performance.
Aikman. playing with pain, brings
pain to most of his opponents.
DAL 23-SD 15.
Monday Nighter
OAKLAND RAIDERS @
DENVER BRONCOS P i c k
'em.
Oakland has thrown opponents away this year, living
up to the role of league bully
that they reacquired upon returning to the City by the Bay.
Denver has been somewhat of
a disappointment, falling to the
bottom of the AFC West standings. There's no denying the
Horsies in night games, however, as evidenced by week
one's trouncing of Buffalo and
last week's whipping of the
Pats. The freaks come out at
night. DEN 34-0AK 28.
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11re ~Knights ~essve some respect
RAMBLING ON, from page 24

•
•

about the Heat. They're Miami's
problem/enigma. We have our
own team to cherish.
You see the connection.
Now some notes on the baseba11 playoffs:
First of all, don't you just
wanna go up to the minds behind
TheBaseballNetworkandjusthurt them? Way to go, guys! I get
to see one game a night, and the
next night I get to see the same
team again! (And I just love the
Braves - as far as I can throw
Ted Turner.)
Poor Boston. I think the
Cleveland Indians, the best team
in the American League, showed
the country (those who got to see
it) how superior they were to the
Red Sox, the AL's second best
team. It's a shame that they didn't
square off in the ALCS, but even
if they did, the same drubbing
would've probably resulted.
Couldn't the Braves and
Cincinnati Reds have been given
a bye to the NL Championship
and the LA Dodgers and Colo-

rado Rockies free NLCS tickets?
They could have spared the embarrassment (quite simply: they
didn't belong).
Although I don't agree this
series should of happened either,
I'm glad the Yankees-Mariners
series did. Having the opportunity to watch the last two games
of the encounter (Thank you TV
gods!), I'm left with one word:
Wow. Let's just say I didn't get
much of my own work done this
weekend .
Finally, the predictions (you
knew it was coming). N~CS: AtIan ta over Cincy in six.·Question
is: In which of the loses will the
Reds even score a run? ALCS:
Cleveland over Cindereattle in
five. Mariners battle cry:
'J.~efuse to Lose." Won't they
be mad.
That's all for now. See
·ya at the Citrus Bow] Saturday. Belly guys, unite: Let's
meet (shirtless, of course) in
section 110, lower level to the
left of the south goal posts as
you come in. We need help
with the consonants.

j
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Women's soccer team

suffers two home losSes
by JOE JUDKOWITZ
Staff writer

,.

The College of Charleston (64-2) andDavidson University(5-5-l)
came to town rec~ntly and both came
away victorious.
Davidson was the first opponent for the Golden Knights who are
(5-5-3) overall and (4-1-1) in the
TAAC, tum~outto be a high-scoring
affair. Jennifer O'Connor put the
Golden Knights on the board first in
the 12th minute with an assist from
Amy Jones. The Golden Knights then
went on top 2-0 in the 16th minute
with a goal from Kim Shrum. Karen
Plizga was credited with the assist.
In the 77th minute Davidson
was put up on the board with a goal
from Lucia Plosses. The assist was
given to Claudia Lombard. With approximately three second left in the
game Lombard put the ba11 into the
back of the net to tie the score at 2-2
and put the game into overtime.
'We got comfortable with the
two goal lead and we just stopped
playing as hard," head coach Karen
Richter said.
Inovertirne,itwasal!Davidson.
In the 93rd minute Kelly Schmidt
scored her first of two for the game. In
the 96th minute Heather Wineberg
scored after goalkeeper Al Iysa O'Brien
left the box. Melissa Moser and Kelly
Ammann were cred~ted with the assist.
Davidson again added to the
score with a goal from Natasha
Vasavada in the IOOth minute. Moser
was again credited 'with the assist.
Schmidt scored her second goal in the
L14th minute with an assist from

Weinberg. Sarah Kane gave the
Golden Knights there lone goal in the
overtime period in the 115th minute.
O'Connor was awarded the assist.
After six unanswered goals Davidson
defeated the Golden Knights 6-3.
'They (Davidson) scored four
goals in what seemed like a matter of
five minutes," Richter said.
The Golden Knighrs next opponent was TAAC foe College of
Charleston. The Golden Knights
jumped on top in the 31st minute with
achip from 12 yardsoutfromGretchen
Lindsay. Kelly Stout and Leslie
Golden were given the assists. The
Co11egeofCharlestoncameback with
three unanswered goals. The first came
in the 42nd minute from Karen Carr
which was shot from 15 yards out.
Ashley Tinsley put the College of
Charleston up 2-1 in the 55th mmute
off a chip over the head of O'Brien.
Arny Bums put the icing on the cake
in the 60th minute off a loose ball
eight yards out. Jones scored in the
89th minute off an indirect free kick
from Kelly Stout. IL was not enough as
the College of Charleston defeated
the Golden Knights 3-2.
"We gave them (College of
Charleston) a goal and with that we
gave them some hope," Richter reiterated. "They just kept playing harder
and harder."
Along UCF's upcoming road
trip they'll play TAAC foe Stetson
and power houseFIU. They'll end its
road trip at UNC Greensboro.
'WedefeatedStetsonandFIU
early in the season," Richter stressed.
"Now they have ten to twelve games
under their belt, and I am sure they
will be much stronger."

• ,ff
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Golden. Knights have taken
two.of ils last three games
take a 1-0 lead into halftime. They finished
the scoring late in the game adding a goal in
Staff writer
the 85th minute of play. Kentucky conThe UCF men's soccer team_ has trolled the shots on goal I 0-8, while imseemed to turn its season around by win- proving to 8-1 on the season. UCF dropped
to 2-8 heading into conference
ning two of its last three
play against Stetson.
games. They headed into its
UCF
and
· second soccer classic of the
Stetson both headed into the
year with a 1-7 record, incontest with 0-2 conference
cluding a four-game losing
records. The game remained
streak, but earned its first'
tied until the42nd minute when
home and conference victoJl!IPll!ftll\!I Andy Marin scored an unasries in the past three games.
sisted goal to give the Knights
"We have worked
hard all year, but have not ._.,....,..._.,....,._........ a 1-0 halftime advantage. UCF
been able to score," said coach Bob Winch. came out firing on all cylinders in the
"We have been looking for that one person second half, scoring three goals to earn the
to step up and take charge to give our team victory 4-1. "The win helped us because
conference games are the most important,"
some confidence."
UCF defeated Charleston South- said Winch. "It gives us confidence headern 3-0 for its first home victory of the ing into the second half of the conference
season. The Knights played aggressively schedule."
Cristian Cubillas scored in the 50th
early in the game taking a'-13-0 shot advantage and a 1-0 lead into halftime. Eric Case minute of play for a 2-0 lead. Stetson struck
gave the Knights the lead in the 29th minute back with a goal in the 52nd minute to make
with what proved to be the game winning the score 2-1. Riku Riihiiahti seaied the
goal. Andy Marin and Bruce Toscani win with a goal in the 71 st minute and Scott
Evans added one more score in the 82nd
notched the assists on the score.
Kamal DeGregory scored an un- minute. The victory improved UCF to 3-8
assisted goal in the 61 st minute to give overall and 1-2 in TAAC play.
The Knights continue TAAC
UCF a 2-0 lead then added an assist on
Marin's goal in the 88th minute of the game play after they host Jacksonville with
that sealed the victory. UCF outshot CSU games Saturday against Florida Inter28-5 while earning goalie Mike Drew his national and Monday against Florida
Atlantic. UCF must close out conferfirst shutout of the season.
The Knights finished the classic ence play on a good note and hope they
with a 2-0 defeat at the hands of Kentucky. can earn a berth into the TAAC tournaThe Wildcats scored in the 15th minute to ment.

The UCF men's soccer team snapped its four-game losing streak this
week, downing Charleston Southern, 3-0, for its first home win. 1ts 4-1 win
over Stetson also gave the team its first conference win this season.
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even have a home radio station
money is, just admit to it.
It's just another example of the lack
of respect the entire UCF athletic program
gets in this pathetic, fickle area we call
Central Florida. And the radio media isn't
the only culprit. How about our friends
over at the Sentinel? I can understal)d our
win over Samford playing second fiddle to
Let's go back to Saturday, shall we? the FSU-Miami game (term used loosely)
Coming off work close to one o'clock in the sports pages. There's nothing we can
do about that rivalry (we could start our
an~ headingtotheCitrusBowl, this humble
writer decided to catch the beginning of the own) but putting us on page C-9 behind the
game on the radio. Blowing the dust off the Florida-LSD game is absurd.
"Balance of coverage" is the term
AM button, I searched for 540 The Team,
"the official radio station of the UCFGolden they use to. defend themselves. There is a
strong alumni base from both FSU and UF
Knights."
Then the dial hit 540. "And the Uni- in this part of town. But what about schools
versity of Florida leads LSU 14-0." (this in other parts of the country that have a high
alumni rate around here, too? Where do I
was at 1: 12).
go to find out about Penn State? Or my
Huh?
Apparently, since UF played a day neighbors who went to U. ofMichigan?We
game, "because of contractual agreements," can't - because they're not "the home
UCF got bumped down the dial to 740 team." The fact that Gainesville is just 90
WINZzzzzz. And because both the Gators minutes away or Tallahassee is four hours
and Free Shoes U. up in Tallahassee have away means nothing. If they want to hear
day game this week, the Knights slide far- their team's games live, let them try to get
ther down the AM dial to 1220 ( Who The a local station in from up there or have their
program find one station in this area to do
Hell?)
Craziness! UCFmarkets itself as "Our all of their games. No dial surfing. Sounds
Home Team." Well the home team doesn't so simple coming from me, doesn't it?
Our how about it from another angle?
even have a home on the radio dial. (I
How
much
does the Sentinel cover the
know, I know, 89.9 WUCF covers all the
home games, but I don't feel like hearing Miami Heat. Very little to not at all. Why?
play-by-play from the guy that sits next to The small picture: Shaq, Penny, HoGrant
me in my Mass Communication Law class.) and 3-D. Big picture: the Magic! "Our
Home Team." Nobody around here cares
"Official station of the Golden Knights" don't blow smoke up my butt.
You radio guys know where the
see RAMBLING ON, page 23
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